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My e-mail is ---  jwiles@western-reserve.org
e-mail YOUR SUBMISSIONS to me 

drawing, wiles, week 5 Due---5/01/20

GUIDELINES

DO NOT FORGET 
THE SKIP SPACE

Apple word 
 Example

upper space

upper space

middle space

middle space

lower space

lower space

skip space

skip space

SOMETIMES CAPITALS HAVE THEIR OWN LINE FOR SPACING

You need guidelines for ---
 The top of the upper space for the top of the letters like  l, d, b, k, etc.
 The top of the middle space for the top of the letters like a, c, v, e, etc.   
 The bottom of the middle space for the bottom of the letters like l, d, a, c, etc.
 The bottom of the lower space for the bottom of the letters like p, q, y, etc.
 The top of capitals like the letters T, P, R, S

Many people are putting good effort into their work, but are not using guideline. 
Most of you have some of the guidelines drawn, but you are not using them as you should.

This is important!  They are meant to give some consistency to your lettering. 
This is important for your project to be easily read. You need to plan and use all guidelines.

Assignment for this week is to draw the plans!! 
(all guide lines are to be lightly drawn across whole paper)
You are also to plan where/how your drawing (simple shape)
will fit.) This can be adjusted later.
Do not write the words yet!!!
Do not create the drawing yet!!

Your guidelines can be 
different than shown in 
the example as long as they 
are measured and consistent.

I only want to see the plans, (guidelines and an oval telling
me where the drawing will be) I need to see the guidelines 
before we BEGIN working on the project


